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Orico PFB-A24-BK-BP laptop stand (black)
Do you spend a  lot  of  time at  your  laptop? Take care of  your  comfort!  The Orico  PFB-A24-BK-BP stand will  allow you to  position your
device at  the right  angle  -  it  allows 7-position height  adjustment.  The accessory was made of  durable  POM plastic,  and thanks to  the
non-slip pads it is extremely stable. An interesting addition is the rounded wrist rests, which will provide you with even more comfort.
 
Solid construction
The stand is made of high-quality POM plastic, which is distinguished by its exceptional strength and resistance to damage. What's more,
thanks to its well-thought-out design, it will easily hold even a heavier laptop and ensure its stability. So you can enjoy greater comfort
while typing. The accessory also has silicone pads that prevent the device from slipping.
 
Comfort of use
Adjust  the  cradle  to  give  yourself  the  optimal  viewing  angle.  The  Orico-branded  accessory  allows  7-position  height  adjustment  from
22-150mm.  Adjust  it  to  your  needs  and  forget  about  neck  or  back  pain!  The  stand  also  has  rounded  wrist  rests,  which  have  been
additionally coated with silicone. This makes it much more comfortable to use and avoids discomfort.
 
Lightweight and portable
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The accessory weighs just 190g and features a foldable design. When folded, it takes up so little space that you can easily fit it in your
laptop bag or backpack! So you can always have it at hand - in the library, at the university, at work or at the coffee shop. Don't give up
the ability to use your laptop comfortably when you leave the house!
 
Wide compatibility
Smartphone, tablet or maybe a laptop? The Orico stand will easily handle most popular devices up to 17″ diagonal. This means that it will
be perfect for various applications -  you will  successfully use it  while working, reading, taking notes or watching videos.  What's more,
thanks to the thoughtful design of the accessory, the devices placed on it can effectively dissipate heat.
 
Brand
Orico
Name
Laptop Stand
Model
PFB-A24-BK-BP
Color
Black
Tilt angle adjustment
15-45°
Height adjustment
7-stage, 22-150mm
Max static load
80kgs
Material
POM + silicone
Weight
Approx. 190g
Dimensions (unfolded)
263 x 190 x 150mm
Dimensions (folded)
263 x 45 x 22mm

Preço:

Antes: € 9.4956

Agora: € 8.50

Acessórios para computadores, Other
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